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Introduction
Have you ever shaken hands with a
bricklayer? Due to their work the skin
on their hands is hard and tough. If you
or I were to take on this type of work
without being used to it then for the
first few weeks our hands would be
sore. However, within a short time the
skin on our hands would also start to
thicken and toughen up. Once this
happens then your skin no longer hurts.
The following questions and answers
are designed to inform you how this
same toughening process can go wrong
with the skin on your feet.

Figure 1

What is human skin divided into?
Skin is made up of two distinct layers.
An outer layer called the epidermis and
an inner layer called the dermis (Fig 1).
The epidermis is dead tissue and is
constantly being shed. It is replaced by
new epidermis that forms close to the
dermo-epidermo junction. Epidermis
contains no blood or nerve endings. The
dermis is the true living tissue of skin
and it contains among other things,
elastic fibers that allow it to bend and
stretch. It has a good blood supply for
nourishment and also a specialized
network of nerve endings, which
provide us with all the information that
tells us when something is hot or cold,
sharp or blunt and wet or dry.
What is callus?
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What is callus?
Skin anywhere on your body will thicken
in reaction to pressure from something
pushing on it or friction from rubbing.
Thickened skin like this is called callus
(Fig 2) and is our body’s natural
response to protect itself from the
damage that repetitive pressure and
friction can cause. In situations where
the human skin is exposed to
reasonable periods of pressure and
friction then this natural thickening
response
actually
works
and
comfortably protects the body from
damage.
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Figure 2
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What are corns?
Where areas of the human skin are
exposed to unreasonably intense
periods of pressure and friction, which
happens often within the shoe, then
the next level of our skins natural
thickening response develops.

Figure 3

With intense pressure the skin will not
only thicken into a callus, but where
the point of pressure is at its greatest
under the callus, the skin will form into
a small, concentrated and hard area
called a corn (Fig 3). Once a corn forms
then the protective response no longer
works and the corn will cause pain.
This pain is you body’s way of saying
“Hey! Give me a chance please take
this pressure away!”
Although the human foot is the most
common site to develop these deep
pressure lesions, I have seen corn
development on the tip of an
enthusiastic guitar player’s finger.
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What happens if I ignore the pain
from a corn?
Unfortunately, when pain is ignored
and the intense pressure remains or
where a lot of friction is occurring,
then the skin in a final response will
produce a fluid filled sac called a
bursa (Fig 4). The bursa will form deep
within the tissues of the skin beneath
the callus and corn formations and it
covers the area to be protected. This
might be over a bone or a deformed
joint. The fluid in the bursa is not too
dissimilar to the natural lubricant fluid
that fills our joints (synovial fluid).
This sac adds a cushion effect to the
area and the fluid also attempts to
ease the movement of the tissues
over the prominence. However, with
the development of a bursa even
short bursts of pressure and friction
will cause extreme pain.
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Figure 4
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If there is more pressure and friction
what happens?
Sorry to say the human skin has no more
tricks up its sleeve. If pressure and friction is
further ignored then the skin breaks down
and an open ulcer forms.

People can’t be that crazy to let their
feet deteriorate that far!
Well there is one born every minute. Every
year I see hundreds of patients with all of
these previously described stages affecting
their feet. With some of these patients sadly
their problem is self-inflicted from wearing
poorly fitted footwear. With others
however, it really is not their fault, as their
problem can be the result of a toe deformity
or a complication from some other general
medical condition. For example, diabetic
patients loose the ability to feel pain
especially in their feet and are unaware of
the development of hard skin or even ulcers
on their feet.

Prescription of custom protective devices that
can be worn inside the shoe. Arranged shoe
modifications. And finally, complicated surgical
procedures can be performed to correct an
underlying bony deformity.

“I have been having my corn treated
for years and still the chiropodist hasn’t
got the root out!”
I have heard this statement many times before
and it is based on the patient’s misconception
that their corn is some kind of living plant
growing on the foot. Patient’s like this require
careful explanation that what they suffer from
is their skins natural response to pressure and
friction. Following any debridement treatment,
should the same pressure and friction remain,
then the hard skin areas will recur. Only when
pressure and friction is under control will these
patients receive their desired long-term relief.

What can be done to treat callus,
corn and bursa formations on the
foot?
A great deal of the daily treatments carried
out by podiatrists and chiropodists are based
on the alleviation of pressure and friction to
these irritated areas on the foot.
Treatments can range from simple advice on
correctly
fitted
footwear.
Regular
debridement of the thickened areas.
Application of comfortable padding to
relieve the painful foot.
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Are there different types of corns?
Yes. Their condition and their location form the basis to describe the common types.

Hard Corn.

Occurs over a pronounced prominence. Found on tops of toes and on the
ball of the foot.

Soft Corn.

Found between toes were moisture accumulates.

Seed Corn.

Associated with dry skin conditions. Can occur in clusters of
fifteen or more.

Vascular Corn.

Particularly painful and troublesome lesion to treat. Even with
careful debridement can bleed quite easily. Found usually on the
ball of the foot.

Neurovascular
Corn.

Very painful lesion. This is the long-term result of an untreated
vascular corn. Difficult to treat. Relief of pain with treatment can
be short lived as this lesion will reform quickly.

What is the best way to deal with these foot conditions?
The best way of dealing with thickened skin lesions on the foot is to seek professional treatment
before your feet get sore. Always insist on making a return appointment with your chosen
practitioner before you leave their office. As with most areas of the human body where regular
treatment is required, prevention is always better than cure. And just as with your dentist for the
health of your teeth, always insure regular checkups for your feet with your podiatrist or
chiropodist. Normal healthy feet are comfortable. Contrary to popular belief, sore feet are not
normal.
Mr. Scullion is a podiatric surgeon. He guest lectured for 10 yrs for the MSc in Sports Medicine at
Trinity College Dublin. He is consultant and director for Biomechanics Foot Laboratory Ltd., and
has been in private practice both in The Castleknock Clinic, 23 Castleknock Avenue, Laurel
Lodge, Castleknock, (from 1984 to 2013) and The Kirkfield Foot Clinic, 4 Kirkfield Cottages,
Dublin 15 since 2013.
His clinic telephone number is 01 8103552
His web page is www.kirkfieldfootclinic.com
His laboratory web page is www.biomechanicsfootlab.com
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